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The recent surge of machine learning deployment has

motivated a new wave of research in the hardware community

for accelerating machine learning, especially for deep learning.

The latest variants of GPUs are modified to better support

deep learning workloads and major cloud service providers are

employing ASIC or FPGA accelerators on the cloud. While

these hardware innovations paired with software frameworks

that allows quick description of deep neural networks have

resulted in systems with orders of magnitude improvements, the

same cannot be said for a class of machine learning algorithms

such as Bayesian modeling and inference.

Bayesian models and inference are useful as they can

perform semi-supervised or unsupervised learning with little

or no training data. They are also capable of representing and

manipulating uncertainties within the model, which is often

important for domains with inherent uncertainties. However,

Bayesian models are not yet well supported by existing software

frameworks for deep learning and the inference often involve

kernels that are not necessarily efficient on GPUs. There

has been growing interest in improving the describability of

the models through probabilistic programming languages and

accelerating the inference by studying new architectures.

One of the most commonly used Bayesian inference algo-

rithm called Gibbs sampling is a Markov chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) method that sequentially samples a variable given all

the other variables. Its simplicity and versatility promoted a

wide usage for finding the distribution of a probabilistic models

in various domains. We studied Gibbs sampling inference on

a 2D-grid structured graphical model, Markov random field

(MRF), which is widely used for various perceptual tasks, such

as stereo matching, image segmentation and source separation.

Fig. 1 shows the sampling process on a node in MRF.

FlexGibbs is a flexible accelerator based on parameterized

architecture for parallel Gibbs sampling inference on MRFs.

Based on the user-configured parameters, the number of labels

and MRF dimension supported, optimal Gibbs sampler array is

generated for a given FPGA fabric. It also includes a scheduler

to perform chromatic scheduling on the nodes onto the array of

samplers using 2-coloring of nodes to create two conditionally

independent sets of nodes that can be sampled in parallel and
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Fig. 1. The process of sampling a new label for a node in an MRF is shown.
The data cost from the sampled node is combined with smoothness cost
found using neighbors’ labels, to find the conditional distribution for each
label. A uniform random number is scaled to find SamplingProbability, a
threshold used to sample a new label by comparing the cumulative sums of
the conditional distribution.

converge to the correct stationary distribution [1].

Using FlexGibbs, we created a 24x513 binary label MRF

Gibbs sampling inference accelerator to be used to accelerate

sound source separation task [2]. The larger size of 24x513

resulted in improved separation quality over the prior state-of-

the-art hardware for real-time sound source separation using

MRF of 8x513. [3]. A 256 array of Gibbs samplers is generated

with the chromatic scheduler used to schedule conditionally

independent nodes. It effectively samples all nodes of first

color of 2-coloring in parallel as the MRF is processed row by

row. Once the end is reached, the nodes of the second color

are sampled, completing a iteration of Gibbs sampling.

FlexGibbs configured on the FPGA logic of Xilinx Zynq

UltraScale+ ZCU102-ES2 board achieved Gibbs sampling

inference speedup of 1048x and energy reduction of 99.85%

over ARM Cortex-A53 for 50 iterations of Gibbs sampling.
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